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“Silence when you have something to say is a lie,
and tyranny feeds on lies. Of course, it’s easier
in the moment to stay silent and avoid conflict.
But in the long term, that’s deadly.”
~ Jordan Peterson ~

Canada
When is a Canadian No Longer a Canadian?
First and foremost is the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which has
defined Canada as a country that stands up for individual rights, even
against governments who want to take those away. Fast forward to 2021,
and those rights are no more. When it comes to getting vaccinated for
Covid; it’s get the jab or get lost. Far from standing up for individual rights,
Justin Trudeau’s government is snatching them away and redefining them
as privileges that the government will deign to give back once a person has
obeyed its edict and gotten jabbed.
https://rairfoundation.com/when-is-a-canadian-no-longer-a-canadian/

Trudeau faces “unprecedented” inquiry into using
emergency powers against civil liberties protesters
Opposition parties have been critical of Trudeau’s response to the protests
and have accused him of using excessive force against peaceful
demonstrators. Trudeau invoked the Emergencies Act to give himself these
unprecedented powers. The RCMP were deployed to remove protesters,
and some bank accounts were frozen without a court order.
https://reclaimthenet.org/trudeau-faces-unprecedented-injury-into-usingemergency-powers/

Feds’ Narrative for Invoking Emergencies Act on
Convoy Protests ‘Faulty’ as CBC Retracts Second
Story
In the government’s “Section 58” report explaining why the act was
invoked, it cites CBC’s article on the GiveSendGo hack to make the case the
movement was heavily foreign-funded ( roughly 60 percent of donations to
the platform came from Canada and 37 percent from the United States).
The convoy’s previous fundraiser through GoFundMe, which had released
$1 million to the recipients before shutting down over claims of breach of
terms of service, was largely Canadian-driven.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/feds-narrative-for-invoking-emergenciesact-on-convoy-protests-faulty-as-cbc-retracts-second-story-says-torymp_4341490.html

How Did We Miss This? With Russell Brand

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has spoken about "a slippage in
our democracies" and the rise of authoritarian leaders, in relation to Putin’s
invasion of Ukraine. This, without a single hint of irony.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AiY83iWcbcA

New Billboard: Premier Jason Kenney has put more
pastors in jail than China during the pandemic
Sheila Gunn Reid unveils Rebel News' newest billboard in Alberta, directed
at Premier Jason Kenney. More pastors have been put in jail in Alberta than
even Communist China during the COVID pandemic. FULL REPORT from
Sheila Gunn Reid
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qhCpfOYApA&t=596s

Canada's big banks have much to answer for after
blindly following Trudeau's emergency orders
Did any single bank president, floating on a stream of magnificently
swollen income and bonuses, attempt to resist or test the edict from the
Trudeau government? Did they go to court to test the legality of the move?
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/rex-murphy-canadas-big-banks-havemuch-to-answer-for-after-blindly-following-trudeaus-emergency-orders

CBC forced to pay $1.95 million in libel case as
court finds it “failed in its duty to be fair, balanced
and responsible”
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) has been found liable in
Manitoba’s largest defamation case since 1998. The CBC’s stories detailed
an investor unhappy with the performance of his investment, and who
alleged unethical behaviour on the part of Kenneth Muzik. “The CBC took
very strong positions during the course of the trial that were not supported
by the facts as I found them”, Justice Rempel added.

https://westphaliantimes.com/cbc-forced-to-pay-1-95-million-in-libel-caseas-court-finds-it-failed-in-its-duty-to-be-fair-balanced-and-responsible

University of Toronto: ‘Rights expert’ accused of
‘anti-Palestinian racism’ for discussion of today’s
anti-Semitism
This is a personal account, but this principle holds far beyond me and
Ensaf Haidar and Irwin Cotler. Cowardly capitulation to the Left never gets
anyone anywhere. And as for me, there is nothing wrong with standing
against jihad violence and Sharia oppression of women and others. I don’t
advocate or approve of any violence or unlawful activity of any kind.
Neither Haidar nor Cotler can point to anything in my work that they can
say is false, or genuinely offensive, etc. They only disavowed me because I
am hated by people they wanted to win over. It didn’t work.
https://robertspencer.org/2022/03/university-of-toronto-rights-expertaccused-of-anti-palestinian-racism-for-discussion-of-todays-anti-semitism

C3RF Update, 18 March 2022: Irrational Outcomes
This week's update discusses the accelerating number of irrational fears,
cures and outcomes that Canadian leaders are foisting upon everyday
citizens. How is it that the ruling class could be so fearful of salt-of-theearth protesters that they would revert to declaring the Emergencies Act?
And how is it that the related cures they propose for the Wuhan virus
pandemic are so irrationally detached from the facts on the ground that
they are only likely to produce just as loopy outcomes? Could it be that
solutions are not so much the order-of-the-day as is a transition to a new
relationship between salt-of-the-earth Canadians and their rulers?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-18-mar-2022irrational-outcomes

C3RF “In Hot” interview with Greg Hill and Matt
Sattler
Major Russ Cooper (Ret’d) discusses vaccine mandates with Greg Hill and
Matt Sattler from “Free to Fly”. The new normal that sees pilot careers
hinging on one’s vaccination status has only been made possible through
shortcutting the rule making and safety cultures that have made Canadian
civil aviation the safest in the world. Are we taking risks that we’ll regret?
How can such recklessness be justified?
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-in-hot-interview-withgreg-hill-and-matt-sattler

Lifting Restrictions – A Pause on Tyranny
In February Tam said, “Canadian governments should be ready to resume

public health measures if another serious variant of COVID-19 emerges…
But it’s still uncertain what the novel coronavirus that has upended life
around the world nearly two years will do next.”
The psychological war continues and now is NOT the time to rest or
become complacent. We must continue to mobilize the masses, raise up
leaders, and pursue legal actions against individuals and government
officials.
https://action4canada.com/tyranny-hitting-the-pause-button/

Truckers Convoy Update
Outrageous bail conditions make Tamara Lich a
political prisoner
“Tamara Lich called on Canadians to exercise their Charter freedoms of
expression, association and assembly, and to do so peacefully and
respectfully. In return, she was criminally charged with counseling to
commit a criminal offence”. A person who is arrested or put in prison
because of his or her political beliefs is a political prisoner. This also holds
true for anyone who is wrongfully arrested under trumped-up criminal
charges when the real reason for the arrest is having publicly and
peacefully opposed government laws, policies or practices.
https://westernstandardonline.com/2022/03/carpay-outrageous-bailconditions-make-tamara-lich-a-political-prisoner/

What Happened in Ottawa? | Freedom Convoy
2022 Documentary
According to Justin Trudeau, “the small fringe minority of people who are
on their way to Ottawa who are holding unacceptable views that they are
expressing do not represent the views of Canadians. Do we tolerate these
people?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=X0U4YbwAt5Y

Banks went beyond RCMP list of names in freezing
a ‘small number’ of accounts under Emergencies
Act: Bankers Association
The financial aspects of the powers were the most unusual. The
regulations approved by cabinet allowed banks to freeze personal and
business accounts without obtaining a court order and without fear of
being sued. Ms. Mason said the law compelled the banks to freeze
accounts subject to the federal orders.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-banks-went-beyondrcmp-list-of-names-in-freezing-a-small-number-of

No evidence of terrorist activity during convoy
protests: RCMP financial crime director
The RCMP’s Director of Financial Crime Denis Beaudoin told the Commons
finance committee on Mar. 7 that there was no evidence of terrorist activity
in the funding of the freedom convoy protest. Beaudoin’s remarks
corroborate earlier claims by Canada’s national financial intelligence
agency, the Financial Transactions and Reports Analysis Centre of Canada
(FINTRAC).
https://tnc.news/2022/03/17/no-evidence-of-terrorist-activity-duringconvoy-protests-rcmp-financial-crime-director/

The Banks Went After Journalist Andy Lee For
Covering the Freedom Convoy
It wasn’t just the organizers of the convoy that were targeted by the
government for de-banking; journalist Andy Lee who covered the convoy
got hit as well. What happened to Andy Lee goes far beyond the standard
big tech censorship story. This is bone-chilling stuff for a Western
democracy to be engaging in. Justin Trudeau may not be at the level of
Vladimir Putin, who murders journalists he does not like, but freezing their
bank accounts is a lot closer to Putin’s views of “press freedoms” than any
Canadian Prime Minister should be.

https://thenationaltelegraph.com/national/the-banks-went-after-journalistandy-lee-for-covering-the-freedom-convoy

CBC admits running fake news about Freedom
Convoy
CBC has parroted the idea that extremists and foreign sources were behind
the trucker protests despite evidence showing otherwise. “On February 10
in a report about the protest convoy CBC Radio’s The World This
Hour incorrectly said GoFundMe ended a fundraiser for the protesters over
questionable donations to the group,” a statement by the public
broadcaster wrote. No further explanation was provided by the CBC on
why the statement was incorrect.
https://tnc.news/2022/03/11/cbc-admits-running-fake-news-aboutfreedom-convoy/

GiveSendGo refunding convoy donations after
government attempts seizure
“The Canadian government has criminalized the receiving of funds from the
Canadian trucker campaigns and now are trying to seize the funds to
redistribute. In order to protect our Givers and the intended purposes of
their gifts, funds not already transferred to the recipients from the
‘Freedom Trucker Convoy’ campaign will be refunded,” GiveSendGo wrote.
https://tnc.news/2022/03/10/breaking-givesendgo-refunding-convoydonations-after-government-attempts-seizure/

Ukraine
Why Did Vladimir Putin Invade Ukraine?
"For Putin, destroying Ukraine's independence has become an obsession....
Putin has often said, and even written, that Ukraine is not a separate
nation, and should not exist as a sovereign state. It is this fundamental

denial that has led Putin to wage this totally senseless war that he cannot
win. And that leads us to the problem of making peace: either Ukraine has
the right to exist as a nation and a sovereign state, or it hasn't.
Sovereignty is indivisible. Putin denies it, Ukraine defends it. How can you
make a compromise about the existence of Ukraine as a sovereign state?
Impossible. That's why both sides can only fight on until they win.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/18329/russia-putin-ukraine-invasion

10 Realities of Ukraine by Victor Davis Hanson
Point 7: Putin did not invade during the Trump tenure, although he had
been more aggressive under previous American leadership with his prior
attacks on Georgia, Ukraine, and Crimea. Russia stayed still when oil prices
were low, fuel supplies in the West were plentiful, and the United States
was confident. When the U.S. was neither bogged down in optional military
interventions nor led by a president predictably accommodating to Russian
aggressions, Russia stayed quiet.
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2022/03/17/10_realities_of_ukrai
ne_147345.html

Pawns of Putin
It has always been the Democrats who were soft on Russia because
inherently their political worldview aligns with the Marxist ideology which
has infected that country since the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, and is
what Putin is trying to restore in Russia by rebuilding the Soviet Empire as
we witness him invade Ukraine in 2022.
https://www.objectivityistheobjective.com/post/pawns-of-putin

Ukrainian White Helmets
The White Helmets was a USAID (spook) funded operation to manufacture
“evidence” of war crimes and atrocities in Syria for western audiences
under the guise of a group providing ‘humanitarian assistance’. USAID
provided no funding for such groups in Iraq, Afghanistan or Libya because

wherever the U.S. invades, there are no war crimes and thereby no need
for humanitarian assistance.
https://thegoodcitizen.substack.com/p/ukrainian-white-helmets

The Frictionless Souls Addicted to the Cause
Putin’s invasion of Ukraine was perfectly timed to fill the emptiness left by
the collapse of COVID restrictions. And what the reaction says about us
matters more than what it says about Ukraine. The desperate hunger for
new causes is a spiritual vacuum. The Ukranians and the Russians believe
in what they’re fighting for. We believe in the need to believe in something.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2022/03/frictionless-souls-addictedcause-daniel-greenfield/

How the war in Ukraine will change the world
Sociologist and spiked contributor Frank Furedi returns to The Brendan
O’Neill Show to talk about the war in Ukraine. Frank and Brendan discuss
the geopolitical naivety of the West, what the world can learn from the
Ukrainian resistance, and how the war might escalate.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2022/03/15/raif-badawi-and-the-brutalityof-saudi-arabia

LEVIN ON FIRE: 'Putin Didn’t Invade When Trump
was Prez Because He Respected and Feared Him'
During his show Life, Liberty & Levin this weekend, Fox News host Mark
Levin torched the Biden Administration’s weakness in its response to Putin’s
aggression in the Ukraine and reinforced the fact that Putin didn’t try this
under President Trump because “he respected and feared Donald Trump.”
https://hannity.com/media-room/levin-on-fire-the-reason-putin-didntinvade-ukraine-when-trump-was-prez-he-respected-and-feared-trump/

Covid-19 Update
What if the COVID-19 vaccines are not really
vaccines?
Evidence has come to light strongly indicating that the Moderna and Pfizer
COVID-19 vaccines are not really "vaccines" in the medical and legal sense
of the word, but rather "experimental gene therapies." Dr. David Martin
makes a most sobering comment: "These injections are not vaccines. They
do not prevent infection, they do not render you immune, and they do not
prevent transmission of the disease. Instead, they alter your genetic
coding." As well, "World governments and global and national health
organizations are all complicit in this illegal deception and must be held
accountable."
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/03/what_if_the_covid19_vacc
ines_are_not_really_vaccines.html

Ivermectin Evidence with Dr Tess Lawrie
Many of us ordinary people have been following the reports of the efficacy
of Ivermectin for months. And now the popular, respected Dr John
Campbell and the good Dr Tess Lawrie have shown us the facts and
figures! Let’s pray that our governments and our medical regulatory
agencies will finally accept and encourage the use of Ivermectin.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYF8bnmdQfY

Ukraine Biolab Watchtower by Dr. Robert Malone
In addition to being a physician, vaccinologist, virologist, molecular
biologist, person who made discoveries as a young man yielding nine
domestic patents which disclose the ideas and reduction to practice of
using mRNA as a drug including for vaccination purposes and all that, I
have worked in biodefense and medical countermeasure development for
decades now. This includes close cooperation through multiple infectious
disease outbreaks with scientists at USAMRIID and the Defense Threat
Reduction Agency (DTRA). I know these people, how they think, what
they are concerned with, what they do, etc.
https://trialsitenews.com/ukraine-biolab-watchtower/

Biological weapons of mass destruction
The most telling event of the entire COVID crisis, in my humble opinion,
was forbidding the off-label use of Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine. No
other set of drugs has ever been banned from off-label use in this way. If
our government restricted access to Ivermectin, there is now no reason to
presume it would not do the same for cures to another weaponized
organism. Anyone who held the view that there are too many people in the
world would be glad to participate in such a project.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/03/biological_weapons_of_m
ass_destruction.html

Malone, McCullough: Get Politics Out of Healthcare,
Let Doctors Practice Medicine
Disturbing Department of Defense (DOD) data on COVID injection side
effects have also been uncovered. DOD whistleblowers data-mined the
DOD health database, revealing significant increases in rates of
miscarriage, cancer, neurological disease and stillbirths since COVID-19
jabs rolled out. This has also been kept quiet.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/malone-mccullough-politicshealthcare-medicine

Censorship of Science, with Dr. Martin Kulldorff, Dr.
Scott Atlas, and Dr. Jay Bhattacharya
Brilliant discussion. There is hope. We must protect the young from vaccine
adverse effects that are real.
https://www.theepochtimes.com/live-censorship-of-science-with-dr-martinkulldorff-dr-scott-atlas-and-

Stop the Power Grab: An Open Letter on the WHO’s
Pandemic Treaty
The World Council for Health partners, from Australia to Zimbabwe, stand
against this costly abuse of power and assert the sovereign right of people
to make their own decisions, over and above what their representatives
may want. We urge everyone to approach credible government
representatives, political parties, trade unions, civil society groups,
professionals, public figures, and independent media.
https://peckford42.wordpress.com/2022/03/12/stop-the-power-grab-anopen-letter-on-the-whos-pandemic-treaty/

Attorney Thomas Renz “We Got Them. Fact Check
This!” All new whistleblower info
After proving that over 45K people have died from the COVID-19 vaccine,
Attorney Renz then moved his attention to focus on the amount of people
that are being killed in American hospitals by Dr. Anthony Fauci’s instituted
protocol of Remdesivir. Attorney Renz is also in possession of Remdesivir
death data from the Medicare Tracking System that has been withheld by
the government from our citizens. The Remdesivir data reveals of the
7,960 beneficiaries prescribed Remdesivir for Covid-19 2,058 died. That
is 25.9%.
https://rumble.com/vn12v1-attorney-thomas-renz-we-got-them.-factcheck-this-all-new-whistleblower-inf.html

The Great Reset
The WEF: World Economic Forum Versus Western
Culture
It’s past time that we all learn about the WEF and the people behind it.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse: Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, George
Soros and Anthony Fauci, medical czar. Each one of them is EVIL. And
each one is attacking our Judeo/Christian ethic that underpins our culture.
https://dianebederman.com/the-wef-world-economic-forum-versuswestern-culture/

Klaus Schwab’s Tower of Babel
Today, the new Tower of Babel is the EU and all of its related Davos
globalism. It is saturating the globe on all continents. It pretends to make
the world a better place. It does no such thing. This is the prevailing
ideology of global elites and the institutions and machinery they deploy to
make themselves gods—to maintain control over humanity.
Setting aside all tradition, all past custom, often rewriting history, and most
notably, eradicating the nation-state and religions, these globalists and the
crony capitalists and socialists who fund them and all their doings, seek
one thing: the power to control.
https://www.israpundit.org/klaus-schwabs-tower-of-babel/

The Environment
Carbon-Free Nuclear Power
The most reliable of all energy sources is nuclear energy. It is available
24/7/365 and does not depend upon sunshine, wind, water levels, or fossil
fuels. The wind does not always blow and the sun does not shine at night.
Maintenance and downtimes are minimal with nuclear energy. A small

quantity of uranium powers nuclear energy. Uranium is a plentiful mineral
throughout the world and the U.S. It is easily and securely transported.
A solar panel farm kills thousands of birds, requires 450 times the land
area of a nuclear power plant and is effective only when the sun shines.
Wind farms also require large tracts of land, kill thousands of birds and
provide intermittent power. Battery storage technology for renewable
energy is not capable of providing sufficient and sustainable electricity to
meet society’s needs. The primary source for solar panels and windmill
blades is China.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/03/carbonfree_nuclear_po
wer.html

Digital I.D.
Something to Think About:
 A cashless society means no cash. Zero.
 It doesn’t mean mostly cashless and you can still use a wee bit of
cash here and there.
 Cashless means fully digital, fully traceable, fully controlled.
 I think those who support a cashless society aren’t fully aware of
what they’re asking for.

A Cashless Society Means:
 No more tuck-away cash for those preparing to leave domestic
violence.
 No more purchases off marketplace unless you want to risk bank
transfer fraud.
 No more garage sales.
 No more cash donations to hungry homeless you pass.
 No more cash slipped into the hands of a child from their
grandparent.
 No more money in Birthday cards.
 No more piggy banks or tooth fairy for your child.

 No more selling bits and pieces from your home that you no longer
want/need for a bit of cash in return.
 Less choices of where you purchase based on affordability.

What a Cashless Society Does Guarantee:
 Banks have full control of every single cent you own.
 Every transaction you make is recorded
 All your movements and actions are traceable.

Around the World
Saudi Arabia
Raif Badawi and the brutality of Saudi Arabia
Seven years and several hunger strikes later, Badawi, having served his
sentence, has been freed. But his future remains uncertain. He is
prohibited from leaving Saudi Arabia for a further 10 years under the terms
of his original sentence – which therefore prevents him from reuniting with
his wife and children, who now live in Canada. And no doubt he is being
watched carefully by Saudi security forces for any signs that he is once
again challenging this most Islamic of states. After all, Badawi’s very
existence, his refusal to submit to the strictures and edicts of life in a
theocracy, poses a threat to the Saudi regime – it is perhaps only his
international fame that saves him from the fate of others less well known,
their decapitated bodies a grim testament to the kingdom’s intolerance of
dissent.
https://www.spiked-online.com/2022/03/15/raif-badawi-and-the-brutalityof-saudi-arabia

United States
Suspicious Death of DHS Whistleblower Philip
Haney Ruled a Suicide

Phil Haney exposed the Obama administration for purging records related
to the Muslim Brotherhood. Haney was found dead outside of his vehicle
with a gunshot wound to his chest on February 21, 2020. Numerous
friends and family of the deceased have stated that Haney, a devout
Christian, stressed that he would never take his own life.
https://rairfoundation.com/suspicious-death-of-dhs-whistleblower-philiphaney-ruled-a-suicide/

Confirmed: There Was No January 6 ‘Insurrection’
Project Veritas scores coup after coup by getting establishment
“journalists” talking, and recording what they say. This time, New York
Times National Security Correspondent Matthew Rosenberg has
inadvertently blown the cover off the entire January 6 “insurrection” hoax,
confirming what we knew all along, but couldn’t say over the din of media
lies: there was no “insurrection.” There was hardly even a disturbance. The
entire January 6 narrative is a Democrat Party/media fiction
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/2022/03/confirmed-there-was-nojanuary-6-insurrection-robert-spencer/

Biden’s Banana Republic
Matthew Perna traveled from his home in Pennsylvania to Washington on
January 6, 2021 to protest the widely reported election irregularities, which
only now are being confirmed by investigators. He pleaded guilty on
December 9 to entering the Capitol and committed suicide on February 25,
while awaiting sentencing. They broke him. They mentally broke him. He
had run out of hope. I know he couldn’t take it anymore.
https://robertspencer.org/2022/03/bidens-banana-republic

Will the Next J6 Trial Expose Another Justice
Department Lie?
Will the Next J6 Trial Expose Another Justice Department Lie? Lies related
to the whereabouts of Vice President Kamala Harris and former Vice
President Mike Pence on January 6 are coming to the fore. The mythology

of January 6 revolves around any number of lies: an “armed” insurrection
without firearms; police officers who didn’t die at the hands of Trump
supporters; a “conspiracy” that doesn’t exist—to name a few.
https://amgreatness.com/2022/03/17/will-the-next-j6-trial-expose-anotherjustice-department-lie/

You Tubes
Perhaps Tucker Carlson's most profound
monologue ever
I highly recommend that you watch Tucker's monologue and share it as
widely as you can. What he has to say is profoundly ugly and disturbing,
but it's also important. We are close to the cliff's edge. I don't know if
there's still time to turn back or if we've actually crossed the edge and are
in free fall. I do know, though, that if there's still a chance, we must slam
on the brakes.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/03/perhaps_tucker_carlsons_
most_profound_monologue_ever.html

W.H.O. POWER GRAB: Dr. Tess Lawrie On The
WHO’s ‘Pandemic Treaty’
Oracle Films out of the U.K. produced a short documentary on Tess’
experience trying to get Ivermectin to as many people as possible: “A
Letter To Dr. Andrew Hill” - while global health organizations were
suppressing it in order to promote the experimental (and dangerous)
COVID vaccine. The World Health Organization is in the process of grantin
themselves more power in the next ‘pandemic’ - under the guise of a
‘Treaty’ - and Tess’ World Council For Health is pushing back against this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hkjeRZX7so

Book Recommendation

The Collapsing American Family: From Bonding to
Bondage
The book exposes the sinister attack on the nuclear family as the primary
strategy in globalism's asymmetric warfare on America. The family presents
a competing ideology that must be destroyed in order to collapse America
from within, and impose the Great Reset of technocracy and
transhumanism. The "New Normal" replaces family bonding with feudal
bondage in the global Managerial State where you will own nothing and be
happy. Globalism's war on America is psychological warfare, an information
war fought without bullets.
https://goudsmit.pundicity.com/26087/new-book-release

Documentary & Movie
Documentary: Ukraine - 30 Years of Independence
- The Everlasting Present
Ukraine is a country that was unknown to most citizens of the United
States, but it was always known to the political establishment of the USA.
But since February 22, 2014, Ukraine quickly came to the attention of

Americans, as well as the entire world. Ukraine – 30 Years of
Independence explores the competing narratives about country’s journey
through the eyes of an American filmmaker as it is being told through the
words of the men who governed the country.
https://rumble.com/vxlwvc-ukraine-30-years-of-independence-theeverlasting-present.html

New Film, The Kashmir Files, Tells the Full
Shocking Story of the Muslim Genocide of Hindus in
Kashmir
This is a story that is not well known, and has not been fully told before.
Yet it all happened within living memory: 32 years ago, Muslims began a
bloody jihad against Hindus that decimated the Hindu population of Jammu
and Kashmir, which had been part of the heart of Hindu India since time
immemorial.
https://gellerreport.com/2022/03/new-film-the-kashmir-files-tells-the-fullshocking-story-of-the-muslim-genocide-of-hindus-in-kashmir.html/
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